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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Introductions: Suzanne Lovejoy, Music Librarian for Research and Access Services, and Angela Sidman. Kalee Sprague is the co-chair of the Unified Discovery Advisory Group and product owner for Quicksearch but was not able to present today. We will talk about discovery changes at Yale during the past year.



Quicksearch Discovery Layer Changes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Suzanne will address our recent changes to our discovery layer, Quicksearch, which is a Blacklight implementation.



Overview

• Incorporate finding aid metadata from Archives at Yale (ArchivesSpace) into 
Quicksearch (Blacklight)

• A changed look and feel of the results
• Emphasis on formats in initial results display
• Stylistic redesign to conform with new library website

• User Studies and Google Analytics inform the process
• Upgrading Blacklight software to release 7.19

•Also updates to Bootstrap 4 and Ruby 2.7.5
• Completing Solr 7.1 upgrade

•Truncation & wildcard symbols, hyphenated terms, and improve relevancy
• Deployment: early August

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Unified Discovery Advisory Group (UDAG) and other librarians and developers have worked on a major project this year to incorporate finding aid metadata from ArchivesSpace into Quicksearch; to implement a design change in the look and feel of the results display from the single search box, conducting user studies and analyzing data from Google Analytics and HotJar to inform our decisions; and to upgrade the underlying software.  Blacklight 6.8 to 7.19:   1) Ability to remove applied facets in left menu & 2) Bug fixesBootstrap 3 to Bootstrap 4:   1) Enhanced Accessibility and 2) Enhanced CSS layoutsRuby 2.3.1 to Ruby 2.7.5: Enhanced securitySolr 4.10 to Solr 7.1: implementation of truncation (*) and wildcard (?) search symbols; more precise results sets for hyphenated terms, such as merry-go-round; improved relevancy ranking



Quicksearch Quilt Results

• User Studies and Google Analytics integral to 
redesign

•Pre- and post-design user studies
•Testing on our site & Cornell, Duke, Penn, & Princeton

QUICKSEARCH QUILT RESULTS REDESIGN

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our current results page shows three blocks of data with results from the catalogs (Voyager, Innovative Interfaces, and HathiTrust public domain records), Summon, and our Digital Collections, mostly digitized special collections holdings (FindIt:  https://findit.library.yale.edu). Our pre-design user studies had users respond to the designs at Cornell, Duke, Penn, and Princeton to assess how we might implement some of the features present on those sites.



• HotJar heat maps clicks
• Significant engagement 

with the search box.
• Some engagement with 

first Titles listed in search 
results page of Books+ and 
Articles+

• Negligible engagement 
with Digital collections

• Lots of clicks on 
online content

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.hotjar.com/



• Heat map shows scroll 
patterns of users.

• Users scroll farther down 
on this page than on other 
pages tracked (such as Yale 
Library homepage).

• Most users do not scroll 
pas the Digital Collections 
area.



Quicksearch Quilt Results
• Conceptual shift from blocks of data sources 

(Books+, Articles+) to blocks of format types
• Top Online Results (3 most numerous)
• 13 formats
• 6 data blocks
• 1 data source per format:

•Books+ (8)
•Articles+ (3)
•Archives or Manuscripts (1)
•Digital Collections (1)

• Data Sources now under search box
• Hover text over format icons

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our new results page, in keeping with the redesign of the library home page, shows a conceptual shift. The data sources (catalogs, Summon, Digital Collections) in the current view of Quicksearch are now listed below the search box and the results in the blocks are based on format. We also have a list of formats along the left, with hover text over each icon defining the format terms. When live, this will be at https://search.library.yale.edu.



New Archives or Manuscripts Search

• Archives at Yale/ArchivesSpace (finding aid database) collection records and 
component object records

• Mapped from AS to metadata cloud to Quicksearch
• Result list shows breadcrumb links to collections, series, subseries

• Books+ records for archival collections & single manuscripts
• Orbis (Voyager) & Morris (III) catalogs, HathiTrust (public domain records)

• De-duplication of collection-level records from both sources
• Preference given to ArchivesSpace records

• Full record opens either in Books+ (catalogs) or Archives at Yale native interface

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our new Archives or Manuscripts search brings together records from finding aids (ArchivesSpace) and catalogs (Voyager, III, HathiTrust) into one display.



Other Discovery Activities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Angela will touch on a few other developments in the discovery space.



E-Resource access: Lean Library

• Expands on 2020 EZproxy 
implementation 

• Audience = graduate students, 
faculty, and staff who work 
remotely but do not regularly use 
VPN

• Fall 2021 pilot
• Spring 2022 transition to 

production 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For e-resources, continued building on work begun during early stages of the pandemic when Yale implemented Ezproxy Until 2020, the only way for Yale patrons to remotely access e-resources was using VPN, which could be a big lift, especially for occasional users.  With the implementation of Ezproxy, people no longer have to remember to connect to the VPN when they want to access library resources.  This past academic year, we built on that simplification of remote access paths by piloting Lean Library, a browser extension which aids users in connecting to licensed resources. Target audience for Lean Library is users who work remotely and don’t routinely use VPN. Extended pilot in the fall semester.  Moved the Access module into production this spring



E-Resource access: Aviary

• Developed in partnership with 
the Fortunoff Video Archive for 
Holocaust Testimonies

• Adopted by other Special 
Collections groups across Yale 
Library

• Implemented for Music Reserves
• Implemented for General 

Collections in spring 2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also continued building on another pandemic trend, the dramatic shift to streaming media, by implementing Aviary for films which we acquire directly from the distributor and are able to host locally for the life of the file.The Fortunoff Video Archive was the original development partner for aviary and the system was designed to provide tightly mediated access that met their original use case.  Other Special Collections units then brought up their own instancesThe move to a more open access model was made first by the Music Library, which brought Aviary up for Course Reserves, and then more fully by General Collections, where materials are widely discoverable and retrievable for authorized Yale users



Digital Collection Systems (DCS)

• Migrating all content from Findit to DCS
• Integration with Preservica

• Allows for content in YUL's digital preservation system to be pulled directly into DCS
• Mirrors functionality already available in Aviary

• Display of archival context for objects described in ArchivesSpace
• Allows for hierarchical context from our finding aids to display in DCS
• https://collections.library.yale.edu/catalog/32231741

• Automated linking with catalog systems
• DCS can now automatically create and maintain links to objects in DCS in 

ArchivesSpace
• Working on the same in Voyager soon

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Moving on to Special Collections.  Much has been happening with DCS, the digital collections systemEngaged in migrating all content from the legacy system, FindIt, into DCSWorking on integration with PreservicaTakeaway: we are building a sustainable digital collections platform that pulls content and metadata from canonical systems, Preservica for digital images, and Archives space or Voyager for metadata. Moving away from a single siloed system, e.g. Findit   Contact info for Jonathan Manton on final slide

https://collections.library.yale.edu/catalog/32231741


Lux: Yale Collections Discovery 

• Creating a single platform to explore Yale’s cultural heritage collections
• Museums and library 
• Physical and digital collections

• Expected to launch Spring 2023
• https://lux.collections.yale.edu/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally, want to end with a few words about Lux.  This system is being created as part of the university’s Cultural Heritage IT Collaboration. The goal is to foster cross collection discovery and integrations across Yale’s museum and library collections.  Many library staff are involved in this project which is due to launch next spring. Detailed information is available at the Lux website. 

https://lux.collections.yale.edu/


Questions? Comments?

Quicksearch: kalee.sprague@yale.edu; 
suzanne.lovejoy@yale.edu

Archives or Manuscripts Search: alicia.detelich@yale.edu
User Experience: sarah.tudesco@yale.edu

E-Resources: angela.sidman@yale.edu
Digital Collections System: jonathan.manton@yale.edu

QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Please feel free to contact our staff with questions about our projects.
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